
First, let’s check-in...how are you feeling?First, let’s check-in...how are you feeling?

Answer these questions...Answer these questions...

“Check-In Circle”   “Check-In Circle”   
How each of us feels is unique and important. “Check-In” is a time for you to have your voice heard and to let 
your feelings out.  And that can feel great!  Go around the “circle” and answer the questions below.  The 
person who starts gets to choose the direction that you go around the circle.  Maybe draw a name from a 
hat to choose? Be creative in how you decide who starts!  If there are only 2 of you - take turns.  
  
Remember: Let each person have their time without talking over them.  You don’t have to compete or compare 
yourself with each other’s stories.  You will have your time to share.  Let everyone have their moment.  Listen to 
each other. Learning about each other is how we build community.      

How are you feeling (emotionally) today?   How are you feeling (emotionally) today?   
(need help with that - we’ve got a chart of emotions you can choose from)               
What is something that you know how to do that you can teach others?   What is something that you know how to do that you can teach others?       

DAY 4!
DAY 4!

Maliea’s Fun Fairy Facts!Maliea’s Fun Fairy Facts!

TODAY’S THEME:  FAIRIES!
Flower fairies:Flower fairies: In the gardens of China, flower fairies dress like young girls and  In the gardens of China, flower fairies dress like young girls and 
spread the scent of flowers as they dance.spread the scent of flowers as they dance.

Fairies love gifts!Fairies love gifts! They love to give them and they love to receive them. Their  They love to give them and they love to receive them. Their 
favorites are small shiny objects and good things to eat and drink. If you want to favorites are small shiny objects and good things to eat and drink. If you want to 
be friends with a fairy boy or girl, offer a gift first.be friends with a fairy boy or girl, offer a gift first.

You may have heard that fairies are allergic to the metal iron. Iron doesn’t kill You may have heard that fairies are allergic to the metal iron. Iron doesn’t kill 
fairies, as some people say. However, it does make them feel icky inside, and fairies, as some people say. However, it does make them feel icky inside, and 
the smell is terrible to a fairy nose. In olden times, folks would hang an iron the smell is terrible to a fairy nose. In olden times, folks would hang an iron 
horseshoe on their door to keep bad fairies away. (Unfortunately, this also can horseshoe on their door to keep bad fairies away. (Unfortunately, this also can 
keep away the good fairies.)keep away the good fairies.)

Disney used a real model as a basis for “Tinker Bell”. The temperamental tiny Disney used a real model as a basis for “Tinker Bell”. The temperamental tiny 
blonde’s looks were based on an actress named Margaret Kerry, who was hired by blonde’s looks were based on an actress named Margaret Kerry, who was hired by 

the animators to be a live-action reference.the animators to be a live-action reference.

‘Brownies’ and other ‘hobgoblins’ are guardian fairies who do housework and odd jobs ‘Brownies’ and other ‘hobgoblins’ are guardian fairies who do housework and odd jobs 
around the house. In Aberdeenshire, Scotland, ‘Brownies’ are hideous to look at, and around the house. In Aberdeenshire, Scotland, ‘Brownies’ are hideous to look at, and 

have no spaces between their toes and fingers.have no spaces between their toes and fingers.



art
Outside: “Fairy Houses”Outside: “Fairy Houses”
Go out into your yard or a nearby nature space.  Look all around on the 
ground to find building materials for your fairy house… fallen twigs, fallen 
leaves, acorns, maple seeds, pine cones, pine needles, stones, grass, fallen 
bark, loose moss bits, etc.  Choose an excellent location where a fairy might 
like to dwell.  Pay close attention to detail as you use your imagination to cre-
ate a welcoming fairy house made from 100% natural materials.  Don’t forget 
to leave all growing nature unharmed, challenge yourself to use only fallen 
inanimate items in your creation.

Inside:  Earth Day Inspired “Trash Fairy”Inside:  Earth Day Inspired “Trash Fairy”
Make a little trash fairy sculpture out of things you find in the recycling bin and 
scraps of crafty stuff you have around the house.

MATERIALS:
Small found twig
A button
Wire
Scissors
Marker or colored pencil
Craft glue (ideally a hot glue gun)
Twine, yarn
Recycled materials of any kind you like

 •   Collect a small, straight, fallen twig with two little branches for arms
 • Find a large-ish button to use for your fairy’s head
 • Collect cool materials from the recycling bin, and scraps of ribbon and fabric, 
  and other crafty stuff from around the house (incl. yarn, string, magazine 
  scraps, wire, twine, lace, etc.)
 • Trace your button to draw a circle it’s exact size onto a scrap of brown paper bag or recycled cardboard
 • Cut out the circle and draw your fairy’s face on it
 • Cut a length of wire 3” long
 • Thread the wire through the button holes and twist the two wire ends together behind the head to form a wire neck
 • Glue your paper fairy face to the button with the wire ends coming out the back of the head, set aside and let glue dry
 • Cut out fairy wings from magazine scraps or whatever materials you choose...  aluminum foil scraps, recycled cereal boxes...
 • Fashion some kind of hairdo with twine or yarn, glue it onto your button head and add whatever 
  found objects for a hat or a crown.  I used a periwinkle shell and a feather to adorn my fairy’s head!
 • Twist the wire neck around the top of the twig to attach the head to the body — now your fairy has a twig neck and body!
 • Wrap yarn around the torso for a shirt effect
 • Glue on your skirt using whateveryou think looks great - I cut up a colorful box I found in the recycling bin
 • Glue on or tie on other accessories… perhaps your fairy is holding something fascinating you found around the house!

“There’s no star too far, and no dream too grand.  So shake the 
fairy dust and make a wish, the magic’s in your hands!”

What’s your fairies name?What’s your fairies name?
You can generate your fairy name and 

character traits by going to: 
www.namegeneratorfun.com/fairywww.namegeneratorfun.com/fairy

We used this to give us hints as
to how to “dress” or “accessorize” 

our fairies that we made for 
our Tea last year!  



theater
“What’s Changed... Fairy Edition”“What’s Changed... Fairy Edition”
We play this game all the time at ACOG - but here’s a fairy 
themed version of it for you to try!

EVERYONE in the family gets dressed up like a fairy!  One fairy 
stands before the rest of the family for their careful observation of 
the details of his or her outfit, hairdo, shoelaces, etc.  Then that fairy 
leaves the room and secretly changes one thing about their outfit, 
hair, etc.  The fairy reenters the room where their fairy family awaits, 
and they attempt to guess what’s changed on the fairy who left and 
returned.  You can take turns and repeat this until your fairies get 
tired. 

Theater games are a fun way to express yourself.  There are no wrongs or rights.  Just have fun!

Today’s Vocal Warm-up: Today’s Vocal Warm-up: 
“One fab fairy flew far and free, while the other fab fairy flew down.”One fab fairy flew far and free, while the other fab fairy flew down.”    

Start saying it slow, and try it a few times to get it as fast as you can!

What do you call a fairy What do you call a fairy 
   that doesn’t take a bath?   that doesn’t take a bath?

(go to the cooking page for the answer)  

Jen’s Joke of the day!

We have some special guest fairy We have some special guest fairy 
theater curriculum from our friends theater curriculum from our friends 
at The Theater Project in Brunswick!at The Theater Project in Brunswick!
Thank you Josie and (Fairy) Maggie!! Thank you Josie and (Fairy) Maggie!! 

You can view Fairy Maggie’s full Fairy Dance on our website and Facebook page!  You can view Fairy Maggie’s full Fairy Dance on our website and Facebook page!  :) :)   

Rock Paper Scissors: Fairy EditionRock Paper Scissors: Fairy Edition
The goal of the game is to move up from a mushroom, to a squirrel, to a but-
terfly, and finally, a dancing fairy! You can do that by beating someone at rock 
paper scissors, and when you win, you move up to the next level. You can only 
play rock, paper, scissors with someone on the same level as you. So if you’re 
a mushroom, find a mushroom and play rock, paper, scissors with them, and 
whoever wins moves up to the next level. If YOU win, you become a squirrel, so 
find another squirrel to play against! Once you’ve reached dancing fairy, keep 
dancing until everyone gets there, and end the game with a fairy dance party!

Stone FairiesStone Fairies
This is our fairy version of a game you might know as statues, stone lions, 
night at the museum, or graveyard! You are all fairies in the forest, trying to not 
get seen by humans. One person is a “human,” and their goal is to catch the 
fairies moving. Everyone else is a fairy, and their goal is to stay completely still 
when the human is looking, and move around as much as possible when the 
human can’t see them. The last fairy to get caught moving by the human wins!



cooking
We love to cook at ACOG!   
There is no better way to build community than cooking and sharing 
a meal together.  And it’s a delicious way to create art.

What fairy wouldn’t want his/her very own What fairy wouldn’t want his/her very own 
fairy wand made of fruit?!?!?! fairy wand made of fruit?!?!?!  

Fairy Wand Fruit Kebabs!Fairy Wand Fruit Kebabs!

Place pieces of whatever fruit you have onto a kebab stick, perhaps you 
can make some kind of a fruit rainbow on your fairy wand.  

Enjoy your healthy and magical snack! 

Fairy Toadstool SnacksFairy Toadstool Snacks

We’ve never made these before (but we’re sure going to now!) but we found this super 
fun recipe at www.kidspot.com
 
You will need:
cucumber
block of cheddar cheese (or cheese of your choice) 
large cherry tomatoes
cream cheese

•  Cut cucumber into 3cm rounds, and each round into four batons. 
•  Cut tasty cheese into batons approximately 5cm long and 1cm thick. 
•  These will be the stalks of your toadstools.
•  Arrange them on your serving platter.
•  Halve tomatoes and place them cut side down on a plate or chopping board.
•  Place cream cheese into a small Ziploc bag. Snip a small triangle off the corner 
   and push the cheese downwards, twisting the bag. 
•  Carefully pipe several small spots onto each tomato.
•  Place decorated tomatoes on top of cucumber and cheese batons. 
         

Jen’s Joke 
Answer:

STINKERBELL!

(and eat)

v
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What Do Fairies Eat?What Do Fairies Eat? According to fairy folklore experts, 
fairies prefer natural foods, with pixie pears and mallow fruits 
being their favorites. Fairies love foods that are sweet and are 
prepared with saffron. Among fairies’ favorite foods are milk 
with honey, plain milk, sweet butter and honey cakes.


